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COMMISSIONER’S MESSAGE
Last year in my Annual Report, I noted that strong access and
privacy legislation is increasingly vital to the maintenance of our
democratic ideals as the world changes in ways no one would have
imagined in 1997 when the Access to Information and Protection
of Privacy Act came into effect. Today, we live in the era of “fake
news” and “the truth is not the truth” generated by powerful
politicians, which makes strong public sector access and privacy
legislation that much more important. It is vital to the health of
our democracy and democratic ideals that we continue to
encourage open and accountable government in our own backyard
and I maintain that one of the most powerful and important tools for doing that is strong access and
privacy legislation. It has been more than two years since the Department of Justice undertook a
public consultation on a review of the Act. Since then, I have heard very little about whether or not
any next steps have been taken. Last spring, I was given an update on some of the likely directions
that the department would be taking in its legislative proposal but I have heard virtually nothing since
that time. While I understand that the wheels of government grind slowly and that the Department
of Justice has been pre-occupied with developing legislation to deal with the upcoming legalization of
cannabis, it is disheartening that it is taking so long to address this important piece of legislation. The
Northwest Territories is now the last Canadian jurisdiction, but for Nunavut, to modernize its firstgeneration access and privacy legislation. I am hopeful that the next year will show more progress.
But modern legislation is not all we need. We need a real commitment to the spirit and intention of
the Act and this year, more than any other year, I have seen a marked decrease in the willingness of
public bodies to uphold those ideals. Many times this year public bodies have refused to follow
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recommendations made, rejecting my analysis and application of the law. As my office has only
recommendation making power, and the only recourse for an Applicant is an expensive, timeconsuming and confusing appeal to the Courts, public bodies can easily avoid accountability when
they refuse to follow recommendations made. I do understand that it is sometime uncomfortable for
public bodies to disclose some records and that they would rather not do so, but it is for this very
reason that the recommendations of the Information and Privacy Commissioner must have more
impact. I am now convinced that this will require a change in the model used. Newfoundland and
Labrador passed legislation in 2015 which has been touted as one of the best access and privacy laws
in Canada and even the world. Under that legislation the Information and Privacy Commissioner
continues to have only the ability to make recommendations. If a public body wishes to disregard
those recommendations, however, it must ask the court for an order to allow it to do so. This change
puts the onus on the public body, where it should be, to obtain court approval of its decision, rather
than leaving it to an individual applicant to challenge that decision. I have encouraged the
Department of Justice to use this model and I am hopeful that when new legislation is eventually
tabled, it will incorporate this approach.
I was also concerned once again this year as we watched the City of Yellowknife stumble and trip
awkwardly in dealing with a series of privacy breaches, beginning with the apparent theft of email
correspondence containing all description of information, including sensitive personnel information,
which email correspondence was then provided to and published by the local press This was
followed by the revelation of allegations that a senior City employee had been using City cameras to
inappropriately surveil women in City facilities. At the time, I wrote to the City offering my assistance
to begin a discussion about privacy issues and the creation of a strong privacy policy within City Hall,
but I received no answer to my letter. This is not the first time I have offered to work with the City on
privacy concerns. The non-response has, however, been consistent. The City does not seem to be
interested in formalizing their access and privacy policies. It should be noted that the first time that I
recommended that municipalities be included as public bodies under the Access to Information and
Protection of Privacy Act was in my first Annual Report in 1998 – twenty years ago. The
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recommendation has been repeated nearly every year since then but there has been no effort to
make the necessary changes. With Nunavut recently having amended their Act to accommodate the
inclusion of municipalities under ATIPP legislation, the Northwest Territories is now the only
remaining Canadian jurisdiction in which municipal governments will not be required to meet
minimum access to information and protection of privacy standards. The recent events at the City of
Yellowknife and their failure to address the privacy implications of these events points to the clear
need for legislation. Once again, I encourage the Department of Justice, when drafting its new
legislation, to ensure that municipalities become subject to the same rules as other municipalities
throughout the country.
This year has seen a continuing maturing of the Health Information Act. The Minister issued a series
of policies and procedures as required by section 8 of the Act and we have seen more reporting of
privacy breaches. These breach reports also indicate that those tasked with dealing with such
breaches are becoming more adept at identifying the issues and addressing them. I am, however,
still concerned about the fact that there have been so many breach reports involving a misdirected
fax or unencrypted email. I have encouraged health professionals to abandon the older fax
technology, which is less secure, requires more effort and more time than encrypted email in favour
of newer, more secure means of communication. I simply cannot understand the apparent
reluctance of the health sector to adopt the better technology when there is a simple and readily
available solution to the problem that would involve little or no cost or training.
At the annual gathering of Canada’s Information and Privacy Commissioners, which took place this
year in Iqaluit, we heard from members of the Kwanlin Dün First Nation in the Yukon who are in the
process of implementing their own access and privacy legislation. They told the story of how they
started with a warehouse full of old, unmarked boxes, many of which had served as nests and/or
food for rodents over the years and began to organize and collate that information into a wellorganized, searchable system. They are now actively working on a law to ensure access to that
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information by its members. It was and is an eye-opening tale of hard work and commitment to the
task.

Canada’s Information and Privacy Commissioners

At the same meeting we also heard from Professors Valerie Steeves and Jane Bailey from the
University of Ottawa who talked to us about their e-Quality Project, a partnership of scholars,
research and policy institutes, policymakers, educators, community organizations and youth. The
project focuses on corporate policies in the digital economy, especially insofar as they concern
privacy and ways to promote healthy relationships and respect for equality on-line and is aimed at
young people and how they interact with the on-line world.
The economic model behind e-commerce (i.e. disclosure of information in exchange
for service) creates a bias in favour of disclosure. Youth are the key to understanding
the privacy implications of this bias, because, as early adopters of online media, they
drop terabytes of data (often unknowingly) as they go about their daily lives. This
data is processed to target them with behavioural marketing to shape their attitudes
and behaviours, often outside the reach of existing regulations because privacy
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policies do not provide full disclosure of the analytics used (making informed consent
difficult), and profiling draws in non-personal data (which sidesteps the consent
process).
Professor Steeves and Professor Bailey outlined some of their findings and shared their
insight on how youth, in the day of Facebook, Snapchat and Instagram, manage their privacy.
It was fascinating to hear about how young people view their privacy and alter their
behaviour to protect what they consider to be their most private of information. There is,
however, much work to be done to educate our young people on how best to ensure their
privacy in the on-line world. To this end, I participated with my fellow Information and
Privacy Commissioners from across the country in developing a number of lesson plans for
teaching children about how to protect their privacy on line. These lesson plans have proven
extremely popular in many jurisdictions. They are available on my website under
“Resources” and I would encourage teachers in the Northwest Territories to take advantage
of the good work done in this regard.
We also continued to update and improve our website at www.atipp-nt.ca. The website
contains a lot of information about the work we do, including all of our Annual Reports,
Review Reports and Special Reports, a copy of the Act and Regulations, links to helpful sites
from other jurisdictions and organizations and much more information. We are continually
updating it and adding more information. We hope that it will serve as a good resource to
both public bodies and the public with respect to access and privacy matters. All indications
are that the site is well used and that the Review Reports, in particular, are viewed and
downloaded on a regular basis.
To end on a positive note, I am pleased to acknowledge that my budget has been increased
to reflect the addition of a full time Deputy-Commissioner, to be shared with the Nunavut
office. I am excited to have the extra help, particularly in light of the continuously increasing
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work-load in recent years. I am currently working on filling that position and hope to have it
filled within the next few months.
In closing, I would like, once again, to acknowledge and thank my assistant, Lee Phypers, for
her continued support and assistance. Her passion, work ethic, and cheery disposition make
my job so much easier.
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THE LEGISLATION IN BRIEF
The Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act
The Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act enshrines two principles:
1.

the right of the public to have access to government records; and

2.

the right of the public to insist that their personal information not be collected, used,
or disclosed except in accordance with specified guidelines.

It outlines the process for the public to obtain access to records and establishes when and how public
bodies can collect, use or disclose personal information about individuals. It applies to 33 territorial
departments, crown corporations and other public agencies.

Access to Information
Part I of the Act addresses the public’s right to ask for and receive copies of public records. This right
of access is so fundamental to our form of government that laws governing it in Canada have been
deemed by the Supreme Court of Canada to be quasi-constitutional in nature. Such laws allow the
public to participate more effectively in government and to hold government and governmental
agencies to account. The right of access to government records is not, however, absolute. Sections 13
to 25 of the Act set out the specific and limited circumstances in which public bodies are either
prohibited from disclosing information or have the discretion not to disclose the information
requested. Public bodies are prohibited from disclosing information in three circumstances:
a) where the information is subject to a cabinet confidence;
b) where the disclosure would constitute an unreasonable invasion of an individual’s privacy;
and
c) where the disclosure would reveal the trade secrets of a third-party entity.
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There are also a number of instances in which public bodies have the discretion to refuse access to
public records, including where the records are subject to solicitor/client privilege, where the
disclosure is reasonably likely to impair intergovernmental relations, and where the disclosure might
interfere with a law enforcement matter.
Anyone can make a request for access to information held by a GNWT agency by submitting their
request in writing to the public body from whom the information is sought. Once a request is
received, the public body has 30 days to identify any responsive records, review them to assess what
portion of those records might be subject to either a mandatory or a discretionary exception, and
provide them to the Applicant. When an Applicant is not satisfied with the response received, he or
she can ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner (IPC) to review the response given.

Protection of Privacy
Part II of the Act outlines the rules for when and how pubic bodes can collect personal information
about an individual, what that information can be used for and by whom once it has been collected
and in what circumstances such information can be disclosed to another public body or any other
person or organization. This section requires government agencies to ensure adequate security
measures to protect personal information from inappropriate use or disclosure and prohibits
government employees from discussing personal information obtained during the course of their
employment with any other person. This part of the Act also gives individuals the right to ask for a
correction to personal information held by a public body.
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The Access to Information Process

Applicant makes a request for
Access to Information from a
public body

If the public body fails to provide a
satisfactory response within 30
days, the Applicant may request a
review by the IPC

The IPC may attempt to resolve
the issues informally. If this
attempt is successful, the process
ends here

If the matter cannot be resolved
informally, the IPC will conduct a
review

The IPC provides a written report
containing her findings and
recommendations for the head of
the public body to consider
The head of the public body has
30 days from the date of the IPC's
report to accept her
recommendations or take other
steps

If not satisfied, the Applicant can
seek a ruling from the Supreme
Court of the Northwest Territories
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The Health Information Act
The Health Information Act came into effect on October 1st, 2015. Its purpose is to govern the
collection, use and disclosure of personal health information while recognizing the need to use and
disclose such information with as few barriers as possible to provide effective and efficient health
care. The legislation applies to all records containing the personal health information of an
identifiable individual. It applies to health information custodians in both the private and the public
sectors.
The Act allows medical practitioners to assume, in most situations and with certain preconditions
having been met, that an individual seeking health care has provided implied consent to the
collection, use and necessary disclosure of their personal health information for the purposes of
providing health care to the individual patient. If a patient has expressly indicated that the
practitioner is not to rely on implied consent, the practitioner must obtain the patient’s express
consent except in very limited situations, such as emergency health care. The Act also gives the
patient the right to put conditions on who has access to his or her personal health records and can
direct, for example, that one or more practitioners, nurses, clerical staff or other employees in any
particular office be prohibited from accessing that patient’s file.
Overarching all of these provisions is the clear direction that a medical care worker’s access to any
personal health information is to be limited to that information which the care provider “needs to
know” to do their job.
The Health Information Act also provides patients with the right to access any record containing his or
her own personal health information held by a health information custodian. A process for requests
for information similar to that in the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act is provided
for, though it is a somewhat more complicated process and the time lines for responding are
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potentially far longer than in the case of the ATIPP Act. A request for personal health information is
also subject to the payment of fees, which contrasts with a request for personal information under
the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act which allows only for the recovery of
photocopying costs in the case of a request for personal information. There are also provisions for a
patient to request that his personal health information be corrected if an error is made.
Where a person believes that a health information custodian has improperly collected, used or
disclosed his or her personal health information, if they are not satisfied with the response they
receive to a request for access to their personal health information, or if there is a dispute about the
correction of medical health records, the Health Information Act allows the individual the right to
request the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review the matter. With only a few minor
differences, the review process is the same as under the Access to Information and Protection of
Privacy Act. Once the review is completed, the health information custodian must decide to accept
the recommendations made or take other steps within 30 days.
The rights of appeal under the Health Information Act are quite different than the rights of appeal
under the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy (ATIPP) Act. For one thing, the right of
appeal applies to breach of privacy issues in addition to access to information matters, and where
there is a disagreement about a correction to personal information. Secondly, and perhaps more
significantly, the Information and Privacy Commissioner has the right to launch an appeal of a
decision of a health information custodian to the courts, a right reserved only to Applicants under the
ATIPP Act.
Under the Health Information Act there is a positive duty imposed on health information custodians
to give notice to any individual whose personal health information has been lost or stolen or if it is
altered, destroyed or otherwise disposed of without authorization or been used or disclosed contrary
to the provisions of the Act. This notice must also be given to the Information and Privacy
Commissioner, who may choose to investigate the breach.
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act
The Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner opened 53 files under the Access to
Information and Protection of Privacy Act during 2017/2018, down slightly from the 61 files opened in
2016/2017. These files can be divided into a number of categories:
Requests for Review - Access to Information
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Requests for Review - Privacy Issues

9

Consultations/Requests for Comment

7

Request for Review - Fee Assessment

5

Miscellaneous and Administration

5

Request for Correction to Personal Information

4

Breach Notification

3

Request for Review - Extension of Time

2

Request for Review - Third Party Objection

1

Breach Review (Commissioner Initiated)

1

Request to Disregard Access Request (S. 53)

1

These numbers indicate that, as in the previous year, requests for review of responses to access to
information requests continues to be the primary focus. Breach of privacy complaints and breach
notifications run a close second. This year our office also opened a file with a view to engaging the
City of Yellowknife in a discussion about access and privacy issues in the light of the significant
breaches of privacy which came to light through the media about stolen emails and the inappropriate
use of cameras. The City did not respond to our letter and, as a result, no discussions took place. The
Miscellaneous/ Administration files also included a number of speaking engagements, and media
inquiries.
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In addition to the matters resulting in the opening of a file, we have, of course, also dealt with many
calls on a daily basis from people seeking basic information about the Act, which we deal with
immediately and without the need to open a file.
Eighteen Review Reports were issued.

Health Information Act
The Health Information Act came into force on October 1st, 2015 and the number of files has
skyrocketed this year, from eight files in 2016/2017 to 33 in 2017/2018. This is a positive
development as it indicates that both the public and Health Information Custodians are beginning to
pay more attention to their responsibilities surrounding the collection, use and disclosure of personal
health information. Of these files:
•

twenty-two were breach notifications received from the Department of Health and Social
Services and the Northwest Territories Health and Social Services Authority pursuant to
section 87 of the Act;

•

six were breach of privacy complaints received from the public;

•

two were privacy impact assessments received pursuant to section 89(2) of the Act;

•

one was a request to review the response received to a request for access to personal health
information pursuant to section 141;

•

one was a review commenced on the Information and Privacy Commissioner’s own motion
pursuant to section 137(1);

•

one was an administrative file

No Review Reports were issued under the Health Information Act in 2017/2018. In the case of most
of the breach notifications, the breaches were relatively minor and corrected almost immediately.
After discussions with the health information custodian in each case, the Information and Privacy
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Commissioner was also satisfied with the steps taken to address the cause of the breach and to take
steps to prevent further similar breaches. She did not, therefore, consider it necessary to do a formal
review. Many of the breaches were the result of misdirected faxes from one office to another and
the Information and Privacy Commissioner has, therefore, taken steps to do a systemic investigation
on this issue.
There does not appear to have been any progress on meeting the requirement of ensuring that the
public can avail themselves of the ability to control who has access to their personal health
information as required by section 22 of the Act. There has, however, been some progress on the
development of system wide standards, policies and procedures as required by section 8 of the Act in
that we understand that the Minister issued a series of policies in May, 2017. The Office of the
Information and Privacy Commissioner (OIPC) belatedly received a copy of those policies early in
2018 but they do not appear to be posted on line anywhere so that the public can read them. It is
important for the public to be able to know how the Act is being implemented by way of policy
directives.
As might be expected in light of the scope and of the health care system and the nature and extent of
sensitive personal information that is collected, used and disclosed, there continue to be gaps that
will need to be filled as the legislation continues to be applied.
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REVIEW REPORTS
Review Report 17-160
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information - Deemed Refusal
Yellowknife Housing Authority/NT Housing Corporation
Section 3(1)
- Recommendation with respect to policies accepted
- Other recommendations rejected

The Applicant made a request to the Yellowknife Housing Authority (YHA) for access to his own
personal information. He received no response and asked the Information and Privacy Commissioner
(IPC) to review the matter on the basis of a deemed refusal. He was advised that the YHA was not a
public body as defined in the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act and was directed to
the Northwest Territories Housing Corporation (NTHC). The NTHC responded advising that the YHA
had been directed to respond. No response was received. The IPC followed up with the NTHC and
when no response was received to that correspondence, a review was commenced. The NTHC failed
to respond to the IPC until well beyond the time frame provided by the IPC. In that response the
NTHC argued that the Applicant had never made a formal request under the Act.
The IPC considered three issues. The first was what obligation the YHA had to respond to the request
under the Act as it is not named as a public body subject to the Act. On this issue the IPC reiterated
her findings from previous reviews that the Act applied to all records under the custody or control of
a public body and that the relationship between the NTHC and YHA was such that the records were
under the control of a public body (NTHC). The second issue was whether or not the Applicant had
submitted a formal request under the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act. The IPC
found that, while there might have been some initial confusion about this, that confusion was cleared
up when the NTHC acknowledged receipt of the Applicant’s request and advised him they were
dealing with it. The third issue was the apparent lack of any process or procedure in place with
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respect to how access to information requests should be handled by local housing authorities. The
IPC recommended that NTHC establish a procedure to be shared with all local housing authorities
outlining the steps to be taken when an access to information request is received. She further
recommended that all local housing authorities have at least one designated employee responsible
for ATIPP matters and that these individuals receive appropriate training. Finally, she recommended
that there be an immediate response provided to the Applicant.

Review Report 17-161
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Request for Authorization to Disregard Request
Department of Justice on behalf of itself, Department of
Human Resources (now Finance), and Aurora College
Section 53
No Response Required

The Department asked that the Information and Privacy Commissioner authorize each of three public
bodies to disregard further requests from a particular applicant who had submitted 25 separate
requests to the Department of Human Resources (Finance) within a 12- month period, 9 to Aurora
College in seven months and 2 over the course of one month to the Department of Justice. The
Applicant had also directed 19 Requests for Review to the OIPC over the course of a year, as well as
several privacy complaints. They argued that despite the best efforts of each of these departments to
satisfy the Applicant’s need for information, there was an underlying concern that their responses
would never address the Applicant’s concerns, which they said was evident from the tone and
language of some of the Applicant’s requests.
The IPC authorized each of the public bodies involved to limit the number of access to information
requests from the Applicant to two at any one time.
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Review Report 17-162
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
Department of Finance
Section 8, Section 12,
Recommendations Accepted

The Applicant made a request for information in relation to his employment with the Government of
the Northwest Territories. The application was made to the Department of Finance. That department
determined that it could only provide a partial response to the request and transferred the balance of
the request to another department for response pursuant to section 12 of the Act, giving the
Applicant notice of that transfer. With respect to that part of the request which the Department of
Finance could respond to, there was some confusion with the response because, at the time, the
Department was in the process of amalgamating with the Department of Human Resources and there
was confusion over where the records were, therefore, located. The response was not provided
within the 30 days provided for in section 8 of the Act. The department acknowledged that there was
no explanation for the delay - that the ATIPP Coordinator simply lost track of the deadline.
The IPC recommended the creation of “bring forward” system for tracking access to information
requests. She found that the Department of Finance had properly transferred portions of the request
to another department and had done so in accordance with the Act. She made no recommendations
with respect to the Applicant’s objections to that transfer.
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Review Report 17-163
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
Department of Lands
Section 13(1)(b), Section 14(1)(b), Section 15(a), Section 23(2)
All Recommendations Accepted

The Applicant sought information in relation to the effort made to save the Robertson Head Frame at
Con Mine in Yellowknife. The Department identified 67 records consisting of 245 pages of records
and provided them to the Applicant with a number of redactions. They claimed that the following
sections of the Act applied to justify the redactions:
a)

Section 13(1) which prohibits the disclosure of information subject to cabinet confidences;

b)

Section 14(1) which allows public bodies to withhold “consultations or deliberations” involving
members of the public body;

c)

Section 15(a) which protects records subject to solicitor/client privilege;

d)

Section 23(1) which prohibits the disclosure of information which would constitute an
unreasonable invasion of a third party’s privacy.

The IPC found that much of the information withheld pursuant to section 14 did not meet the criteria
for the exception claimed because there was no advice sought or provided which was directed
toward the making of a decision. She recommended the disclosure of some of the material redacted
pursuant to this section. Similarly, she found that not all of the information redacted pursuant to
section 13 would, if disclosed, reveal any cabinet confidence. She recommended the disclosure of
some of the information redacted pursuant to this section. The IPC agreed with the public body with
respect to the application of sections 15 and 23 and made no recommendations with respect to these
items.
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Review Report 17-164
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Privacy Complaint
NWT Housing Corporation
Section 41(1)
All Recommendations Accepted

The NWT Seniors Society raised concerns on behalf of their members about changes to the NWT
Housing Corporation’s (NTHC) policies which required seniors and others in public housing to sign a
document permitting NTHC to collect their personal information directly from Revenue Canada for
the purpose of assessing rent. Some seniors expressed concerns about providing NTHC direct access
to their Revenue Canada records and asked for an alternative but they were advised that unless they
agreed, rent would be assessed on the basis of market rent and failure to pay rent would result in
eviction. NTHC explained that the new policies resulted in far more secure exchange of information
with fewer employees having any access to that information. They argued that the new method of
collecting information respected the dignity of public housing tenants by treating them more like
other tenants. At the same time, the new process would “drastically increase” the efficiency of the
rental assessment process by enabling a switch from manual monthly assessments to an automated
annual assessment.
The IPC noted that the right to privacy is about the right of the individual to choose what information
about him or her is provided to whom and how. While she agreed that the new process was likely
more privacy protective than the previous way of doing things, the consent required for participation
in the subsidy programs was really no consent at all – it was a mandatory requirement to be
considered for a rent subsidy. The IPC recommended:
a)

the development of policies/procedures to address situations in which a client (new or
existing) is unwilling to provide consent for NTHC to access their CRA records without
disqualifying them from receiving a subsidy;
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b)

that consent for access to CRA records must be free and voluntary, and not coerced;

c)

that the consent obtained from clients be time limited and subject to renewal on a regular
basis;

d)

that a copy of her Review Report be shared with other public bodies using a similar
arrangement with Canada Revenue Agency.

However, where there is a reluctance and where the
individual involved does not wish to provide the
Housing Corporation with access to their CRA records,
that wish must, in my opinion, be honored
Review Report 17-164

Review Report 17-165
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
Department of Human Resources (Finance)
Section 1, Section 23(1), Section 23(2), Section 23(5),
Section 22, Section 5, Section 2 (personal information)
Recommendations Largely Accepted

The Applicant requested a copy of all statements made to investigators during a workplace
harassment investigation which contained reference to himself or to his position. The Department
refused access to all such records, citing section 23 of the Act (disclosure would constitute an
unreasonable invasion of the privacy of a third party). They argued that in denying access to the
records, they had “endeavored to balance the applicant’s right of access with the rights to privacy of
the third parties. They disagreed with previous findings of the IPC including:
a)

that an opinion about an individual is personal information belonging to the person
the opinion is about;
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b)

that section 22 provides an exception for employment references only, and does not
apply to opinions provided during a workplace investigation.

The department noted that it was the practice for investigators to inform witnesses at the start of all
interviews that the statements are being supplied in confidence and will be kept confidential by the
department so as to encourage employees to be open, honest and forthright in speaking about
workplace issues.
In this case, third party consultations had been conducted pursuant to section 26. One of the third
parties consented to the disclosure and four others did not respond. Others expressed “fear” of
repercussions because of the “highly acrimonious relationship” between the parties, notwithstanding
the fact that the Applicant was no long employed with the GNWT and was no longer resident in the
NWT.
The IPC reiterated her previous findings that an opinion expressed about an individual is the personal
information of that individual, not the personal information of the person providing the opinion. She
further reaffirmed her finding that section 22 applies only to information gathered “solely for the
purpose of determining the applicant’s suitability, eligibility or qualifications for employment,
awarding government contract or other benefits”. She found that while some of the content of the
records in question invited redaction, it was inappropriate for the public body to withhold all of the
records in their entirety. She found that where consent to disclosure was provided, there was no
reason not to disclose the record in question and recommended the disclosure of the that statement
with some minor redactions. She reviewed each of the remaining statements and recommended the
disclosure of portions of each. Finally, the IPC recommended that the “practice” of providing
assurances of confidentiality in workplace investigations be discontinued and that, instead, the
practice be changed to accord with the legislative requirements of the ATIPP Act and existing GNWT
policies such that it is clear that statements made may, in some circumstances, be disclosed to a
complainant, a respondent, or other parties involved in the investigation.
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While I can certainly understand the importance of stressing the need for
confidentiality in terms of witnesses discussing matters outside of an
investigative process and the need to be able to assure witnesses and parties
that information will not be shared by the department beyond the confines of
the investigation, it seems to me that if the public body truly intends to
“balance” the rights of the complainant and of the respondent in such
circumstances, their assurances of confidentiality must also be accompanied by
a caveat that the information can (and likely will) be shared with the
complainant and the respondent.
Review Report 17-165

Review Report 17-166
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Breach of Privacy
Aurora College
Section 1, Section 40, Section 48
Recommendations Accepted

The Complainant asked the OIPC to review whether or not his employer, Aurora College, had
improperly collected or attempted to collect personal health information for the purpose of
administering his sick leave or other health related benefits received by him. He had several
complaints including the existence of a secondary personnel file within the college administration
offices, the number of people who had access to this secondary file (including a letter which
contained what he considered to be untruthful opinions about him), that a form he had been asked
to have completed by his physician had been altered such that the college was attempting to collect
more information than they were entitled to, and that someone employed with the college called his
mother and disclosed his personal health information, including unproven statements about his
mental health and his employment status.
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Aurora College admitted that it maintains a “copy” of some personnel files to allow for the
administration and management of personnel within the program area, as authorized by the GNWT’s
Human Resources Guidelines. Access to such files is limited, though during the course of the review
the College determined that they should be restricting access further. With respect to the medical
prognosis form, the college argued that the form was “altered” so as to direct the attention of the
medical practitioner to the focus of their specific concerns. Finally, they confirmed that someone
within the administration had contacted the Complainant’s mother after a particular incident in the
workplace that raised concerns but that they had disclosed just enough personal information to
indicate that they perceived an urgent need for the parent to contact the Complainant.
The IPC agreed that there was no inappropriate collection of personal health information by the
college. There were, however, some questions about the way in which the Complainant’s personal
information was used. She recommended that the Request for Medical Prognosis form, whether or
not it was completed, should be put in a sealed envelope in both the official and secondary personnel
files of the Complainant, with a notation that the contents were personal and confidential to be
opened only with the consent of the Complainant, a court order or otherwise in accordance with law,
with notice to the Complainant. She recommended as well that the college take steps to review their
policies with respect to access to personnel files held by them such that only those with a “need to
know” have access. The IPC found that the contact with the Complainant’s parent was justified
pursuant to section 48(q) of the Act which allows disclosure where there is a genuine concern about
the safety or well-being of any person. She did, however, recommend the establishment of a clear
policy and procedure for such contact, when necessary.
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Review Report 17-167
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information – Deemed Refusal
Department of Human Resources (Finance)
Section 8
No New Recommendations Made

The Applicant made a request for information on June 23, 2016. The request was acknowledged on
July 8th and on July 22 a fee assessment was issued. On July 28, the Applicant issued a revised
request to avoid the application of fees. On August 5, the department acknowledged that the fee
issue was resolved and indicated that a response would be provided by November 4th, after a thirdparty consultation took place. In September, the Applicant’s lawyer and counsel for the Department
of Human Resources agreed that the ATIPP request would be suspended during negotiations aimed at
resolving issues between the Applicant and the GNWT. On November 17th, the Applicant withdrew
from those negotiations and on November 23rd asked for a response to his request for information.
The pubic body acknowledged the renewal of the request process and indicated that a response
would be provided, but did not give the Applicant a date for their response. On December 7th, the
Applicant sought a review, claiming deemed refusal. The responsive records were, in fact, provided to
the Applicant on January 26th, 2017.
The IPC noted that these were the same circumstances as outline in Review Report 17-157, but with
respect to a different Access to Information Request. She noted the recommendations made in that
report. She made no new recommendations in this case.
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Review Report 17-168
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information –Third Party Objection
Department of Education, Culture and Employment
Section 26, Section 23,
Recommendation Accepted

A request received from a Third Party to review the Department’s decision to disclose portions of a
workplace investigation report in which the Third Party had been involved. The report had been
requested by another party involved in the investigation. The Third Party argued that the
investigation process had been very stressful for him and he did not see a valid reason why the report
needed to be accessed since due process had been followed during the investigation process. He
asked that the report be withheld in full.
The IPC found that the department had properly identified and removed any material in the report
which, if disclosed, would constitute an unreasonable invasion of the third party’s privacy and
recommended that the report be disclosed as proposed.

The Section [Section 14] does not apply to justify the
exclusion of information that indicates that a
discussion took place, the topic of the discussion or
the participants in that discussion.

Review Report 17-169
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Review Report 17-169
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
Department of Human Resources (Finance)
Section 23, Section 14, Section 3
Recommendation to disclose the Applicant’s own
personal information rejected
Recommendations with respect to the application of
section 14 rejected in part

The Applicant sought information in relation to a specific job competition, including his own personal
information and the personal information of the successful applicant. The Department identified 42
responsive records and provided him with a redacted copy of those records. The Applicant indicated
he wanted the information to assist in researching and validating the claims, disputes and grievances
of aboriginal people trying to gain employment or advancement in the public service.
The public body argued that the interview questions requested did not fall under the ATIPP Act
because section 3(d) provides that questions used in an examination or a test are not subject to ATIPP
requests. With respect to those portions of the records redacted pursuant to section 23 of the Act,
they note that the disclosure of the successful candidate’s information would be an unreasonable
invasion of his privacy and that disclosure was, therefore, prohibited. They also argued that section
14(1)(b)(i) applied to some of the information in the records where the redacted portions of the
records involved officials discussing topics in a confidential manner to determine various courses of
action.
The IPC agreed that the interview questions, in this case, were outside the scope of the ATIPP Act
because they were questions that the public body intended to use again in future job competitions.
No recommendations were made with respect to these questions. She noted however, that the
exclusion applied only to the questions, not the other parts of the record, including the information
under “Expected Answer”, “Response” and “Rating”. With respect to the “Expected Answer”
information, she found that section 18 of the Act provides the public body with the discretion to
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refuse access to information relating to testing or auditing procedures or details of specific tests. She
recommended the public body exercise their discretion with respect to this information. She
recommended, as well, the disclosure of the answers which the Applicant provided to the questions,
but agreed that the answers provided by other candidates, as well as scoring and ratings for other
candidates were protected pursuant to section 23 of the Act. She found that much of the
information redacted pursuant to section 14(1)(b) did not meet the criteria for such an exception and
recommended the disclosure of that information.

Review Report 17-170
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Fee Waiver
Department of Human Resources (Finance)
Section 5(3), Regulation 14, Section 7
Recommendation to create policies and criteria for fee
waivers accepted
Recommendation to consider “other matters” rejected

The Applicant made a request for his own personal information. The public body identified
approximately 3,760 pages of responsive records and provided the Applicant with a fee estimate of
$940 based on 25 cents per page and requested a deposit of $470 in accordance with Regulation 13.
As a result of the initial fee estimate, the Applicant revised his request for information and a new fee
estimate of $213.75 was provided. The Applicant requested a fee waiver pursuant to Regulation 14
but that request was refused because the Applicant had not demonstrated proof of inability to pay,
there were a large number of records requested, the Applicant had not provided any compromise
solutions. They noted, as well, that the department had already provided considerable information in
relation to the subject of the Applicant’s request in responses to previous requests from him.
The IPC found that the public body had not met their duty to assist the Applicant as required by
Section 7 of the Act in that they did not provide him with any guidance as to the kind of information
they would require to consider his request. As a result, the Applicant was not given a chance to
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establish his financial hardship in a manner that would be satisfactory to the public body. She
recommended the creation of a process and relevant criteria for assessing such waiver requests so
that Applicants know what it is they need to show. She also found that the public body had failed to
consider other reasons that might apply. She reviewed some of the considerations other than
financial ones that she felt were relevant and should have been considered.
The IPC recommended that the department specify the information they required from the Applicant
to assess his financial ability to pay and that the public body reconsider its decision not to waive fees
based on factors other than financial hardship to the Applicant.

Section 7 of the Act imposes on public bodies a ‘duty to assist’
Applicants seeking information under the Act. In my opinion, this duty
to assist imposes on public bodies the responsibility to at least offer
an Applicant some guidance on what is expected of them in making a
claim for a waiver of fees
Review Report 17-170

Review Report 17-171
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Correction to Personal Information
Department of Human Resources (Finance)
Section 1, Section 45, Section 46(2)
No Recommendations Made

The Applicant, a former employee, had been involved in a workplace harassment investigation prior
to his departure. He did not agree with the findings of the investigator and disagreed with many of
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the things said about him by other witnesses. He asked that corrections be made in the investigator’s
report so that it reflected “the truth” as he saw it.
The IPC found that in order for section 45 to apply, the correction request must be directed toward
personal information as defined in the Act and that the section applies only to factual information
about an individual. It does not apply to any conclusions reached by an investigator, procedural steps
taken by the investigator or opinions expressed either by the investigator or any of the witnesses, or
to correct something said by a witness. Section 45 cannot be used, in effect, as a means of appeal or
to change the conclusions reached. She found that none of the corrections requested by the
Applicant were corrections contemplated by section 45. No recommendations were made.

Review Report 17-172
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Third Party Objection
Aurora College
Section 33, Section 28(2)
Recommendations Accepted

An Applicant sought certain information in relation to a workplace harassment investigation to which
he was a party. Another individual, who was also a party to the investigation, objected to the
disclosure and asked this office to review the college’s decision to disclose portions of the report on
the basis that disclosure would constitute an unreasonable invasion of the Third Party’s privacy.
The IPC determined that, in the form that the public body intended to release the records, all
personal information about the Third Party had been removed and there could, therefore, be no
unreasonable invasion of his privacy. She recommended the disclosure of the record as proposed.
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Review Report 18-173
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
NT Health and Social Services Authority
Section 14(1) and 23(1)
Recommendations Accepted

The Applicant was an employee of a public body. He made a request for the contents of his personnel
file, as well as the contents of any supervisory type files about him in the possession of the
Applicant’s supervisor and emails about him between several co-workers for a specified period of
time. The Applicant was provided with a package of responsive records, but there was a considerable
amount of information redacted pursuant to sections 14(1) and 23(1). The Applicant asked the OIPC
to review the response received. He also suggested that there were handwritten notes that were
missing from the responsive package and expressed, as well, concern about the apparent existence of
a “shadow” personnel file.
The submissions from NTHSSA were extremely brief and noted that the information redacted
pursuant to section 23(1) was “identifying information of a third party” and that the items withheld
pursuant to section 14(1)(b) was “specific to consultation with employees of a public body”.
The IPC found that most of the information withheld pursuant to section 14(1)(b) did not meet the
criteria to qualify for the exception and recommended that most of that information be disclosed.
She further found that the disclosure of information that relates to an employee’s employment
responsibilities as an officer or employee of a public body, even where the employee is identifiable,
does not constitute an unreasonable invasion of the employee’s privacy. She recommended the
disclosure of much of the information withheld pursuant to section 23(1). She recommended that
further searches be done specifically to locate hand written notes and other paper records.
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Review Report 18-174
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
Department of Justice (Coroner’s Office)
Section 16(1)(a)(i), Section 16(1)(c), Section 23(2)(a),
Section 52(2), Section 23(2)(h)
Recommendations with respect to section 23 accepted
Recommendations with respect to section 16 largely
rejected
Other Recommendations accepted in part

The Applicants were the executors of the estate of their son who had died in a work-related accident.
They requested all records gathered or created by the Coroner’s Office in the investigation of the
accident. Most of the responsive records were disclosed in full or in part. Five records were withheld
in full. These five records were all created by the R.C.M.P. and were withheld pursuant to section
16(1)(a)(i) and/or section 16(1)(c). Other records were withheld to protect third parties from an
unreasonable invasion of their privacy.
One of the pieces of information consistently redacted from the records was the personal email
address and name of an individual who worked, on a part time basis, as a Community Coroner. The
IPC agreed that the personal email address was properly redacted. She recommended, however, that
steps be taken to provide Community Coroners with access to GNWT email addresses or that
directives be implemented prohibiting Community Coroners from communicating via personal email
accounts unless the communication is encrypted. Also withheld were the names, email addresses
and in some cases other business contact information of employees of certain third-party
organizations. The IPC found that the disclosure of this information would not amount to an
unreasonable invasion of any third party’s privacy and recommended the disclosure of that
information.
The public body also withheld some information on the basis that disclosure of the information could
reasonably be expected to impair intergovernmental relations, arguing that any conversation
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between the R.C.M.P. and the Coroner’s Office is automatically deemed to be confidential and that
disclosure would impair the relationship between the two governmental agencies. The IPC, however,
found that a blanket exception was inappropriate and that in every case the public body had to
establish that the communication was intended to be confidential and, even then, discretion needed
to be exercised. Further, because access to information is a “right”, it was incumbent on the public
body to at least consult with the R.C.M.P. about disclosure. She noted that the Coroner’s Act requires
the R.C.M.P to provide information to the Coroner’s office in certain circumstances, but nowhere in
that Act does it provide that such information is deemed to be received in confidence. She therefore
found that the suggestion that the R.C.M.P may no longer cooperate in Coroner’s investigations if
communications between them were disclosed was unfounded. She recommended the disclosure of
large parts of the information that was withheld pursuant to section 16.

Review Report 18-175
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information – Fee Assessment
Department of Human Resources (Finance)
Section 50
No Recommendation Made

The Applicant made 6 separate access to information requests to the same department on the same
day. Five of these six requests were in relation to the same subject matter. The public body decided
to combine the five related requests into one and provided the Applicant with a fee estimate based
on the combined request. The Applicant objected to the combination of the five requests into one,
arguing that if they had answered each request individually, there would have been low or no
applicable fees under the Act. The Department argued that it was justified in combining the requests
to reduce processing time, avoid the potential for delays, and so that an appropriate fee could be
assessed. They noted that by doing things this way, they could avoid providing duplicate and
repetitive files, helping to reduce the time and costs associated with the requests. They noted that
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the combining of the requests made a minimal difference ($1.00) in the cost to the Applicant in this
case.
The IPC agreed with the pubic body’s reasoning in this case and made no recommendation.

Where, as in this case, the public body combines a number of
requests all received on the same day and all dealing with the same
or overlapping records with respect to a single issue so as to take
advantage of processing efficiency, it benefits the public body, the
public interest, and the Applicant, all at the same time
Review Report 18-175

Review Report 18-176
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information – Fee Assessment
Department of Justice
Section 5, Section 50
Recommendation Rejected

The Applicant, a member of the press, requested information in relation to an incident involving the
use of fentanyl at a correctional facility in the Northwest Territories. The department assessed fees of
$195.00 for the access request. The Applicant sought a review on the basis that he perceived a
discrepancy in the way in which fees were being charged by different departments.
The department noted that it had not yet converted its records to the Digital Integrated Information
Management System (DIIMS) which would allow one person with the required authorization to
search across both shared drives and email platforms, dramatically decreasing search times. As a
result, individual searches are required, which results in more time and, therefore, more costs to the
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Applicant. They noted, as well, that the nature of these records was such that they all contained
significant amounts of personal information and they would have to be reviewed line by line to avoid
disclosure of records that would result in an unreasonable invasion of third party privacy.
The IPC found that the costs assessed for photocopying and for searching and retrieving the records
was reasonable, noting that the fact that the Department of Justice did not yet have the benefit of
the DIIMS system was not a factor and that there was no requirement that a public body use a
particular system or that they conduct their searches in a particular way. She noted, however, that
the Regulations were inconsistent in that, while the fee schedule allows for a fee for “preparing and
handling a record for disclosure”, Regulation 11(6) clearly states that a fee may not be charged for
“the time spent in reviewing a record”. She found that the only time that can be charged to an
Applicant is the time to “prepare and physically sever” the records for disclosure. The time to review
the record and make decisions with respect to what redactions should occur constitutes “review” and
is not time that can be charged back to the Applicant. Because this public body uses redaction
software, the time necessary to actually physically sever the records should be “seconds per page”.
She recommended reducing the fees assessed for “preparing and handling the record for disclosure”
be reduced by 2/3. This would bring the total fees under the $150.00 threshold for the charging of
fees and recommended that no fees, therefore, be assessed.

Review Report 18-177
Category of Review:
Public Body Involved:
Sections of the Act Applied:
Outcome:

Access to Information
Department of Education, Culture and Employment
Section 1, Section 23(4)
Recommendations Accepted

The Applicant, a lawyer, made a request to the Department of Education, Culture and Employment
on behalf of several of his clients, with the written consent of each client, for information in relation
to an investigation into the complaints of sexual abuse against a named health care worker in a
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particular community for a particular time frame. The response consisted of 10 pages of records,
which were heavily redacted pursuant to section 23 of the Act, which prohibits the disclosure of
information that would amount to an unreasonable invasion of the privacy of a third party. The
public body had redacted all names and personal identifiers.
The IPC found that to the extent that the redacted information related to the names and positions of
GNWT employees who dealt with the incident, section 23(4) provided that the disclosure of this
information would not amount to an unreasonable invasion of privacy in that it was information in
relation to the employee’s responsibilities as an officer or employee or member of the public body.
Further, because the perpetrator had already been identified (charged and convicted) in the small
community and, in fact, had been named by the Applicant both in the access request and in civil
proceedings before the courts, the disclosure of his name would not constitute an unreasonable
invasion of his privacy. She did find, however, that some of the details about the perpetrator’s state
of mind would be an unreasonable invasion of his privacy. She recommended the disclosure of some
additional information.
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TRENDS AND ISSUES – MOVING
FORWARD
Comprehensive Review
I would very much like to see the next steps taken in creating updated access and privacy legislation
following the comprehensive review begun almost two years ago now. The world has changed
dramatically in the twenty plus years since the current Act came into effect. The nature of
government records and the way such records are created, managed and stored has changed
completely. Paper records are now the relatively rare exception. Nearly everything is digital.
Employees can (and often do) conduct business by email, text and other electronic means,
sometimes outside of the GNWT system, and every government employee is responsible for the
management of his or her own records. The ombudsman model that worked well two decades ago is
not working as well as it once did. The Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner requires
more power to ensure compliance there must be consequences above and beyond being called out in
an Annual Report when a public body refuses to accept the recommendations of the IPC. I heartily
endorse and encourage the establishment of a system similar to that in Newfoundland and Labrador
where the IPC still makes recommendations (rather than orders) but if a public body wishes to
disregard or reject those recommendations, it must make an application to the court to authorize
them to do so. Provisions must also be included to implement a means of ensuring that, once a
recommendation is accepted, the public body follows through and implements it. There needs to be
a clear duty to document conversations and actions taken by and on behalf of a public body so that
the information is available on an access request, regardless of whether or not it was created on or by
GNWT equipment. This is important legislation that badly needs updating and I strongly urge that
amendments to the Act be made a priority.
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Review of Policies
In addition to a review of the Act, there is also a need for a comprehensive review of policies and
procedures with respect to the use of electronic records. There does not appear to be any policy that
addresses, for example, the use of personal devices, text messaging and/or personal email accounts
for the purpose of doing GNWT business. When is it appropriate for employees of a public body to
use their own email address or their own personal device to communicate with respect to
government business? Best practices would suggest that the use of personal devices and personal
email addresses be prohibited except in exigent circumstances. When used, there should be clear
and well-articulated directions with respect to the management of such communications and clear
consequences for failure to comply with the policy. There should also be clear policies with respect to
the encryption of email correspondence in any circumstance in which the email contains personal
information, the use of jump drives and other portable memory devices and restrictions on the kind
of information that can be downloaded onto devices such as laptops, tablets and other mobile
devices that can be removed from the workplace. These are but a sampling of the policies and
procedures that need to be in place to address today’s reliance on digital communications. I would
strongly recommend that a thorough review be done of all relevant policies and that old policies be
amended and new policies created to deal with these issues.

The Use of Fax Technology in the Health Sector
One of the issues that came up time and again over the course of this year was the continued use of
fax machines by health care professionals to communicate with other health care professionals, with
patients and with others. No less than nine of the twenty-two breach notifications received from
health information custodians involved information that had been sent by fax and had ended up in
the wrong hands. This is not a problem unique to the Northwest Territories. There appears to be an
inherent reluctance within the health care sector Canada-wide to adopt more secure, modern
technology. Personal health information is some of the most sensitive of personal information and it
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should be treated accordingly. No significant effort or knowledge is needed to utilize email and
encryption and it is time that the health care sector takes this simple step to decrease the incidents of
breaches as a result of misdirected faxes. While emails can also go astray, simple encryption
programs can serve to ensure the content of the email will not be inappropriately disclosed because
only the intended recipient will be able to read the encrypted information. I encourage the
Department of Health and Social Services to take the lead in this transition and create appropriate
steps to create policies and procedures to encourage the health sector to update its communications
strategies by reducing the use of faxes.

Education
As noted in my opening comments, education is a key for our children to learn to work in the digital
world while being able to protect their privacy at the same time. This generation will “live” on-line
and it is important that they have the tools, starting at a very young age, to do that safely. They need
to be able to recognize the way in which their personal information is being mined and used so that
they can make intelligent choices. We are behind the curve on ensuring that necessary education.
That said, a lot of work has been done to develop appropriate age-level educational materials and
course outlines. One of the projects that my counterparts from across the country and I have taken
on is to create some basic lesson plans for this purpose. Three of these lesson plans have recently
been published and these can be found on my website under the heading “Resources”. More needs
to be done by the Department of Education, Culture and Employment to ensure that children start to
learn about the value of their privacy, how to protect privacy on-line and how to deal with on-line
bullying. This education has to begin right from kindergarten and continue all the way through to
Grade 12. I would encourage the Government of the Northwest Territories to ensure that this
education is embedded in the curriculum for all grades as soon as possible.
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